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Our wonderful cover shot this
month was taken by Lauren Simmonds.
Lauren studied marine and natural history photography at
Falmouth University. After graduating she returned to the
midlands to work for the RSPB. The outdoors is her natural
environment and it inspires her photography.

@kieron_roberts

New Nature
I

But more seriously, if the Government is to fulfil its pledge to leave the environment to the next generation in
a better state, it needs to build on its pledges to ban some plastics. It is off course on its climate commitments
and it faces calls to water down its plans for making farming more environmentally friendly. Brexit will mean
significant changes in the laws and policies affecting our environment. Many young people will judge the
Government on the environmental record it creates in the coming months and years. If their efforts are to be
judged a success, then new laws and policies need to take flight from the parchment and vellum they’re written
on. They need to translate into growing populations of swifts, fritillaries and orchids: into real changes for the
wildlife that thousands of young people across the UK are so passionate about.

@organicbotanic

Today I’m proud to have played a role in the growing youth nature movement, not least of which the work I do
with New Nature. This magazine is testament to the passionate, knowledgeable and committed young people
across the UK who care deeply about the future of our wildlife and environment. So it was a huge privilege
in late June to be invited (along with A Focus on Nature and the National Youth Agency) to meet with the
Prime Minister’s environment adviser, Sir John Randall. A visit to Number 10 Downing Street was, of course,
an exciting experience.

Readers’
Photographs

@willbolding

I’ve seen this in action. Exactly ten years ago I joined the UK Youth Climate Coalition. This organisation
has gone on to be a key part of the global youth climate movement. This movement has played a key role in
pushing countries to agree the global Paris climate deal.

@isladawn92

’ve long been a firm believer that young people’s voices are a vital and powerful part of the political process.
This is particularly true when it comes to environmental issues. The decisions made by today’s politicians will
affect the world young people grow up and grow old in. Both future generations and wildlife are parties who
deserve to be represented but can’t speak for themselves. Young conservationists are one of the best groups to
speak on their behalf.

Andrew Fusek Peters
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│ WHAT TO WATCH FOR │

What to Watch for in

JULY
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its range in recent years so keep an eye out
for new breeding sites. Or, in the north and
west of Britain why not visit a peaty pool on a
heath or moor to view the Darth Vader of the
dragonfly world – the black darter; its dark
colouration an adaptation to cooler climates.
Whilst most birds are in the full swing of
breeding, or are even migrating back south,
one species may be found this month that
has only just arrived – the quail. This tiny
partridge-like bird may have already bred in
southern Europe, before hopping into the UK
for a second or third brood in July and August.
Keep an ear out for its ‘whip-whip-whip’ call
on chalk downland or in agricultural areas
It is now ‘high summer’, the crescendo of and you may be lucky enough to spot one of
growth and reproduction that nature has these elusive gamebirds.
been building to all year, so it can be a little
bewildering for a naturalist as there is so much One very special species of wasp is worth
to see – from wildflowers to moths to rock- looking for at this time of year – the heath
pools and heaths. Do look out for fledged potter wasp. Found on heathlands in a few
young birds through the month, making sure southern counties, they fly from late May
to record these online to contribute to our to late September and have two broods. As
knowledge of how the breeding season fared the name suggests, the female sculpts a potthis year.
shaped nest in vegetation from mud she has
collected, in this she lays an egg then stocks the
Truly though, this is the month of the dragons, pot with between 8 to 38 stunned caterpillars
with the greatest numbers and species of for the young to feed on. Despite living only a
Odonata on the wing on hot, sunny days. In few months, a potter wasp can build up to 25
East Anglia, look out for the large, green-eyed such nests – patient observation and a keen
and golden-bodied Norfolk hawker patrolling eye could reward you with the sight of a nest
footpaths and ponds – it’s been expanding in construction. Get out there!

Image: Black Darter, Andreas Eichler

Words by Elliot Dowding

J

uly is that funny transitional month, it’s
sort-of like when the tide comes all the
way in to its highest point, then stops still
for half an hour before it begins to flow back
out again. Butterflies and dragonflies are at
their peak in terms of numbers and variety of
species, as are most other invertebrates, and
they are rushing to breed and lay eggs in the
short time they have before the end of the
season. By the first half of July all the migrating
birds have got to where they wanted to be and
are breeding or have bred, in the second half
we start to see the first ones returning to their
wintering grounds.
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WILDLIFE │ Brilliant Bees
early summer flowers, such as
borage, snapdragon, foxglove, and
thyme.
As the summer wanes on, if the
nest has enough honey in store, it
produces males and new queens.
Male bumblebees are born from
unfertilised eggs and do not have
stings, they don’t help in the upkeep
of the nest. Funnily enough, their
role in the survival of the species
is just to reproduce. After enjoying
some of the food stores prepared
by the all-female work team, they
set off into the wide world, in the
hope that they’ll find a queen.
Around late summer, bachelor
bees can be seen flying in circuits,
leaving pheromones on flowers
like love letters to potential mates.
It depends upon the species as to
how high from the ground this
scent marking occurs. Bombus
terrestris for example (the bufftailed bumblebee), tends to scent
mark the treetops. These buzzing
bachelors seek energy from late
summer flowers, such as buddleia,
lavender, and marjoram.

Brilliant
Bees
Words and
Images by
Jo Cutler

It is likely that over the last few
months, you have seen a few lone,
rather large bees buzzing around
dry stone walls or hedgerows. In
all probability, this would’ve been
a royal, looking for her next palace.
Her majesty, once her new home
Hungry and hopeful, a queen has been decided upon, gathers
bumblebee emerges from a long more nectar and pollen, which she
winter of hibernating in the soil. keeps in wax pots inside the nest.
Task number one: feed on nectar
rich flowers to rebuild those much- After laying eggs in her new
needed energy stores. Task number home, she sits upon them, as a
two: find a new place for a nest. swan tenderly sits upon its eggs.
-8-

Surprisingly, bumblebees have
adapted the ability to shiver, and
they do this on top of their young,
to keep them warm.
When early summer arrives, after
the first batch of all-female worker
bees emerge, she has truly begun
her reign. All of her new busy bee
servants begin to pamper their
queen. Dutifully, they tend to the
upkeep of the nest and bring the
queen nectar for sugar and pollen
for protein. They take this from

If a male successfully mates with a
female, his work will be complete.
The female’s work, on the other
hand, has just begun. After avidly
filling up on nectar and pollen, she
will go into the soil for hibernation,
and the cycle will repeat itself.
Bumblebees make up 25 of the
250 species of bees in the UK
along with, one honey bee and 224
species of solitary bee.
Have you ever wondered what it
takes to be chosen as a queen in a
beehive?
Fascinatingly, the honey bee (a
non-native species) gives certain
-9-
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larvae ‘royal jelly’, which turns them
into queens. This milky substance
is made of digested pollen and
honey and contains a special
protein, which is aptly named
‘royalactin’. Working class larvae
are brought up on a less nutritious
diet, meaning that ovaries do not
develop. Whichever royal larvae
emerges first will kill all of the
other developing queens, and if
queens emerge simultaneously,
they will fight to the death until
only one true royal is left.
The genus name for bumblebees
is Bombus, which means ‘bloom’
in Latin. Now, this is no surprise,
considering how much nectar
and pollen they need to fuel their
existence. However, many of our
gardens are now full of cultivars
that have been bred to look very
attractive but lack the essential
pollen and nectar for the bees.
Unfortunately, this results in bees
wasting large amounts of energy
visiting these colourful arrays, and
not getting the resultant reward for
their efforts. Moreover, there are
now plants in our gardens that are
actually toxic to bees such as the
Rhododendron.
Simple changes in our gardening
habits, such as not treating
dandelions as a weed, but allowing
them to grow in certain areas, would
massively benefit the population of
bees in the UK.
What would a British summer
be without a dozy bumblebee
drunkenly bumping into anything
in its path, having enjoyed a great
day of fermented nectar drinking?
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rchids
–
beautiful,
exquisite, delicate, rare
…and British? When
the word ‘orchid’ is mentioned
most people would surely think
of the slightly unreal-looking
specimens on the supermarket
shelves.The more knowledgeable
may be transported to halfway
up the trunks of huge trees in
a steamy jungle setting. Few
people would think of the grass
verge alongside a busy A-road
in Britain in mid-summer.
However, there is more to
orchids than you might expect.
Globally, the number of orchid
species out number bird species
at least two to one. In the UK,
we have about 50 different
species of orchid, a list that
includes some of our most rare,
and most bizarre wildflowers.

The ecology of orchids is
almost as captivating as their
beauty. Although fungi may
seem an unlikely candidate for
forming a special partnership
with orchids, this is indeed the
case. Many orchid species rely
on certain mycorrhizal fungi
- 12 -

On my home patch in West
Sussex, orchid season kicks off in
mid-June and runs into late July.
Throughout the month I glance
eagerly at the road verge 100
yards from the turning into my
workplace each morning, hoping
for a splash of pink. This stretch
of rough grass, bordering the
A272, looks quite unremarkable
to the majority of cars that rush
past. Accessed on foot from the
rough path that runs parallel
to the road from the derelict
bus shelter, the initially bland
verge reveals its obscured beauty.
Between the grasses and vetches,
away from where the ox-eye
daisies throng by the road edge,
tucked down just out of reach
of the arching stems of dog rose
and bramble, is a smattering of

deep pink blooms. Two types of
orchids grow on this anonymous
strip of no man’s land; southern
marsh orchid and common
spotted orchid (although the two
species hybridise readily so it can
often be hard to tell exactly what
you are looking at).
The roadside orchids are a
wonderful sight to see, but these
populations, although essential,
are fragmented relics. This year
I wanted to experience orchids
in their natural surroundings;
I needed to find a wildflower
meadow.
Bepton Down is a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) just
west of the village of Cocking in
West Sussex. It is accessed via a
drovers’ track that winds uphill
from Bepton village. Livestock,
particularly sheep, used to be
herded between the high banks
from the downland pasture to
the Wealden market towns. It
was sheep that helped create
the herb-rich turf, their grazing
reduced
competition
from
thuggish grasses and scrub.
Steep enough to have avoided
the attentions of even the bravest
tractors, and with poor soil
laid very thinly over the chalk,
Bepton Down has never fallen
under cultivation. The wild
plants proclaim their territorial
hold with a spectacular show of
blooms.
Common
spotted
orchids
number in tens of thousands,
amongst yellow hawkweeds and
golden mats of bird’s-foot-trefoil.
St John’s wort, knapweed, white

and pink clovers, and yellow
rattle add to the tapestry effect.
Closer inspection reveals other
orchids cohabiting alongside the
common spotteds. Pyramidal
orchids favour these sunny
grasslands on alkaline soils and
are easily recognised by their
conical flower heads of deep
pink. On the lower slopes of
Bepton Down, greater butterfly
orchids grow. On my visit they
were coming to the end of their
flowering period, but I located a
couple of plants still in bloom.
In contrast to the dainty pink
flowers of the previous species,
greater butterfly orchids have
the character of a prima donna;
beautiful and poised, demanding
attention. The white blooms are
elegant and voluptuous, with
the delicacy of their namesake
insect.
My visit to Bepton Down was
a bittersweet experience. Whilst
I marvelled at the orchids and
other wildflowers, I watched
for the shimmer of insects
and saw just a scattering of
common blue butterflies, a
sprinkling of meadow brown
butterflies, a handful of redtailed bumblebees and a single
dragonfly.
A flock of gulls responded to the
buzzard’s proclaim and swiftly,
widely, circling came. But I
only heard a lone skylark rise in
song, a sombre solo. Even in this
heavenly slice of meadowland,
there are reminders of what we
have so swiftly lost from our
countryside and of how precious
are the treasures that remain.
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Orchids
thrive
in
the
undisturbed corners of our
countryside.
Road
verges,
organic field margins, ancient
woodlands, and nature reserves
are the last bastions of our
precious plant life. Across the
five species of orchids found in
the UK, there is huge variation,
both in appearance and lifestyle.
From bogs to chalk downlands
and the darker recesses of
woodland shade, orchids have
adapted to almost every habitat.

within the soil to share nutrient
resources. One species that takes
this to the extreme is the rare
and obscure bird’s-nest orchid.
This is an orchid of deep shade,
that has struck a strange threeway-deal with beech trees and
their associated fungi. This orchid
no longer produces the green
pigmented chlorophyll essential
for
photosynthesis;
instead
they’re uniformly brown, and
syphon their required nutrients
from the shallow tree roots. This
enables the orchid to grow in
the darkest patches of woodland,
shunning the sunny swathes
crowded with competition. In
West Sussex and Hampshire,
beech woodlands cling to steep
inclines on the northern slopes of
the South Downs. These ‘hangers’
offer the ideal habitat to find
bird’s-nest orchids, but you need
to know just where to look.

S

Orchids

SUSSEX
FIELDNOTES:

WILDLIFE │ Sussex Fieldnotes

Based in rural West Sussex, Sophie
finds inspiration for her writing and
photography in the South Downs
and the Weald. Introduced to wildlife
and landscape history through family
walks as a child, she has been hooked
ever since.
Twitter: @SophiEcoWild
Website: sussexfieldnotes.wordpress.
com

WILDLIFE │ Cairngorm Forests

Secrets of the
cairngorm
Words
forests
by Abby

Condliffe

If you go down to the woods today... be sure it’s those of the Cairngorms National Park.

W

hen you cast aside the frightful fables of the
stalking legend that is the ‘Big Grey Man’
(Fear Liath Mor), you’ll soon discover that
this scenic Scottish treasure has much more blissful
and stunning secrets than you could ever imagine.

Highlands, and this decline is only increasing. Today,
the Caledonian forest of the Cairngorms, which
once covered Scotland and reached an estimated
maximum 1.5 million hectares around 5,000BC, is a
shocking 1% of its former extent. Despite this sinister
revelation, it’s still one of the most important habitats
for biodiversity conservation in Scotland and is
therefore widely protected within the Park, with plans
to escalate its growth.

Envision an environmentalist’s utopia – acres upon
acres of rich green land, densely populated with a
range of great soaring trees, bright lively blooms and
an immaculate haven for free and diverse wildlife.
Thousands of years ago this was the reality across HOME TO TREES AROUND 10,000 YEARS OLD
Great Britain, though a period of intense climate
change and human intervention led to the immense Venturing through the vast magical forest last summer,
reduction of woodland, forcing the foliage up to I spent many a sunny day admiring the great towering
the greatest heights of the hills of the deep Scottish pines standing over me as they watched me explore

- 14 -
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their serene establishment. With over 100 species
of this tree actually existing, it’s understandable that
it’s the most common found within the Cairngorms.
Amazingly, the pines that reside in the Park today
are direct descendants of the first pines which arrived
here around 10,000 years ago post the Late Glacial
era. Though these versatile giants have been found in
rainforests, mountains and even deserts, they flourish
in this particular habitat due to the acidic and well
drained soils.

VIEWS RIVALLING THOSE OF SWITZERLAND, CANADA AND
NEW ZEALAND
2017 saw Scotland crowned the most beautiful country in the world
according to Rough Guides, who praised its “wild beaches, deep lochs
and craggy castles”. But what about their vibrant forests?
With carpets of lively bell heather, delicate flowers and uncommon
wild berries, a vast ceiling of shielding green shade and countless
aesthetic lochs, a walk through the woodlands of the Cairngorms
forests presents views of a lifetime, and it’s difficult to imagine what
more could possibly be sought after. Whether you prefer to rest beside
the sandy shores of Loch Morlich, take a gentle stroll with nature past
the ruined island castle of Loch an Eilein, or pull on your boots and
hike up the snowy rocks of Cairn Gorm mountain itself, the forests
of the Cairngorms national park really do provide for all and house
everything you could ever need, and what more, it’s all waiting to be
explored right on our very doorstep.

Birch, juniper, aspen, rowan and willow trees
accompany the pines of this magnificent forest, each
bringing their own unique flavour to its enchantment.
The rowan tree for example entices with its consistently
changing colours through the seasons, while the
willows stun with their theatrical canopies.
A SANCTUARY FOR RARE WILDLIFE, BOTH
PAST AND PRESENT
Once abode to the likes of grey wolves, elk and even
grizzly brown bears, the Cairngorms National Park
still hosts a diverse array of life within its widespread
remit, including some of the rarest wildlife in the UK,
ranging from golden eagles to mountain hares and
several types of deer.
It’s also home to the UK’s only endemic bird, the

Scottish crossbill, which you’ll be unable to find
anywhere other than the Scottish highlands, creating
yet more reason to protect this luscious setting. It’s
certainly clear why they favour this environment as
they nest in conifers and feast primarily on pine seeds.
Currently, the estimated population is fewer than
2,000 of these brightly coloured birds who have likely
suffered declines in numbers with the reduction of
the forest itself. The Scottish crossbill is distinguished
from other crossbill inhabitants in the Cairngorms –
namely common crossbills and parrot crossbills – due
to its unique flight and ‘Scottish accent’ when calling.
Considered man killers up until the 1950s, the
Cairngorms is equally thought to be one of the few
exclusive homes of the impressive Scottish wildcat.
Don’t be fooled by their seductively innocent
appearance, mirroring that of our favourite friendly
felines, as Britain’s only remaining large wild predator
can reach speeds of 30mph and grow up to 14kgs
(30lbs) according to fossil records. Though despite the
conspiracy, which led to a mass attempt of eradication
by the Victorians, these creatures will only attack
when hunting or threatened as they are tremendously
fearful of man and will avoid them enormously. It’s
down to this that those spotted in the Cairngorms
are thought to be hybrids, developed through cross
mating with domestic cats, as pure wildcats usually
reside in very remote undisturbed areas.
Images: Harriet Gardiner
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Wildlife Mythbusters
W

ildlife from across the globe has provided inspiration for culture including literature,
art and even folklore, especially so in the UK. Whilst we are fairly certain unicorns
don’t roam Salisbury plain and dragons don’t reside just north east of Port Talbot,
many myths about our current flora and fauna persist to this day. Or do they?
By collating three popular anecdotes from three species found within Great Britain, I will be
deciphering the truth behind these commonly held beliefs and setting the record straight. It’s
time to separate the old wives’ tales from the cold hard facts.

STATEMENT ONE: Owls are very intelligent birds.
As far back as Greek mythology, owls have been a
symbol of wisdom. The perception of an owl is that
of an all-knowing entity that sits resplendently in the
hole of a tree, coining the term ‘wise old owl’. When
asked to think of a smart bird, the general consensus
would be drawn to an owl.
The truth is, their anatomy suggests an entirely
different level of intellect. As well as their facial discs
which act as front-facing ears, most owls have large
eyes relative to the size of their head. With these
two features taking up a lot of space in their skull,
there leaves precious room for an expansive brain.
The reality is, they are in the lower echelons of bird
intelligence and can barely be considered to be ‘smart’.
The origin of this myth probably originates from the
spectacled-looking plumage around owls’ facial discs.
The collective noun for owls is a parliament, you can
decide for yourself if that implies intelligence!

nocturnal’, which is incorrect for
various species. Our UK tawny and
long-eared owls may be found after
dark, but most other species of owls
are crepuscular and are most active at
around dawn and dusk. ‘Twit twoo is
the sound an owl makes’, is also wrong.
Most owl calls comprise of screeches and
hisses. This myth stems from tawny owls,
with the ‘twit twoo’ actually being a two
way conversation, one bird responding to a
‘twit’ with a ‘twoo’. A handy way to remember
which gender is calling, the female calls the
male a ‘twit’.

The corvid family on the other hand, comprising
of crow species such as magpies and ravens, are,
perhaps rightly, regarded as the most intelligent
birds on the planet. Many crows have exhibited tool
use, with magpies being the only birds on Earth to
Coincidentally, it isn’t the only common misconception possess self-recognition.
about these curious birds. Another is that ‘owls are

Words by Jack Wright
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STATEMENT two: Magpies love shiny things.
A truth universally acknowledged is that these pied
thieves are attracted to shiny objects like a feathery
magnet, stuffing their nests with gold, silver and any
other glistening item that they can get their claws on.
Anyone who watched Detectorists would know that
the plot of the final series hinges on this fact. It is a
fact so deep rooted in our popular beliefs that to think
that it were false would be bordering on treason.
Such a shame that it is in fact false. A study by the
Centre for the Research of Animal Behaviour at
the University of Exeter found that shiny objects
created an adverse effect, with magpies actually being
discouraged by the presence of screws and other
pieces of metal. The research showed that

the magpies that were tested, a combination of both
captive and wild birds, demonstrated neophobia,
the fear of new objects, with the birds more likely
to interact with a feeding station without shiny
items nearby, contrary to the notion that they are
unequivocally glued to sparkly stuff. Conversely, many
birds, not just magpies, use unusual items for nesting
material and the folklore surrounding an affection to
coins or keys most likely being drawn from overly
exuberant anecdotes. Magpies may have been seen
with shiny objects in their nests in the past (albeit
infrequently), but the idea that they are uncontrollably
drawn to them is untrue.

STATEMENT Three: A swan can break your arm.
This is an absolutely
classic
animal
anecdote, the ultimate
precursor to warn people not
to play with fire when it comes
to messing with a swan. In the
context of the UK, our two largest
birds are both swans; our winter visitors
from the Arctic, the whooper, and our yearround resident, the mute swan. Weighing up
to 12kg, the swans you may commonly see at
your local park, river or canal are well known for
their overly-aggressive nature. Even an innocent
mallard sauntering along could be sent packing by
a thunderously flapping swan defending its patch of
water. Not to mention incessant hissing and folded
back wings, they are not a bird you would want to get
on the wrong side of.
So dangerous that they can actually break a human
arm or leg with a single swipe of their enormous

wings… right?
Well, their wings need to be strong enough to lift
their bodyweight off the water into flight, however
the wing bones themselves are hollow, thin and
significantly lighter than any human limb. Thus, the
likelihood that a swan can physically break your arm
is almost impossible. In reality, there are no records of
these birds inflicting such damage to anyone, with an
aggressive swan attack leading to, at most, cuts and
bruises. As is the case for most wildlife, unprovoked
attacks on humans are rare, therefore the best advice
is simply to stay clear of territorial swans. What is true
about mute swans, however, is that they are officially
protected by the Royal Family, so hands off !
In summary, while often untrue, the fantastical myths
that we have for these animals is testament to our
appreciation of them and their substantial influence
that they have on our popular culture.
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Orca?

In Scotland?

“I would love to see an orca, it’s my
lifelong dream!” Does this sound like
something you would say? Well I have
good news for you: you don’t have to go
far to see one swimming wild and free!

Words and image by Holly Peek
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O

rca Watch is an event
held every year by the Sea
Watch Foundation and
supported by Whale and Dolphin
Conservation (WDC). It brings
people from all over the UK to the
cliff tops of Duncansby Head in
John O’Groats to search for killer
whales in the Pentland Firth.

“Nope just popping up to John
O’Groats.”

small cetaceans, which there are
plenty of around the shores of
Britain. By contrast the Icelandic
“You get orca in Britain?,” most of orcas feed mainly on fish. However
them would exclaim.
they often visit Scotland during
the summer and feed on the ‘local
The truth is we get many orcas seasonal cuisine’ of seals. Seals are
visiting the shores of Britain. abundant towards the end of May
Some are resident, like the west and start of June so the chances of
coast population where there seeing orca from the mainland are
During the build up to Orca are thought to be only eight increased around this time.
Watch I was informing people that individuals left. Others come from
I wouldn’t be around for a week further afield, places like Iceland, Orca Watch started on the 26th
or so. Human curiosity meant Fair Isle and Shetland.
May and had a rather slow start,
everyone asked me where I was
with no sightings of orca initially.
going. To be honest I didn’t mind, The west coast population are However there were Risso’s
I was trying to tell as many people thought
to
prey on dolphins appearing and the
as possible that I was going to see
Moray Firth bottlenose dolphins
orca.
were putting on a show for those
heading north to Duncansby.
“Orca wow! Where are you going
to see them? Canada?”
The haar (fog) was particularly
troublesome, day after day of ‘grey
lumpy stuff ’. Some days it was so
thick we couldn’t see the bottom
of the cliffs, but a 15 minute drive
west would bring clear skies and
visibility for miles, but still no orca.
The action really kicked off on the
30th May. A group of us boarded
the Pentland venture ferry for a
trip to Orkney. We had been doing
this routinely to maximize our
chances of seeing orca but still we
saw nothing.
What to do? Well with the sun
shining and no haar for a change,
we thought we might as well go
and try and get some more photos
of a rare bird we had stumbled
across a few days previously, a
Moltoni’s warbler. So I headed
up to Duncansby head to see if
it was still around. It was, and it
was delighting twitchers who had
travelled from all over the UK.
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Suddenly, there was a very
tentative mention of orca. Usually
if an orca is spotted there are cries
and shouts from all around, this
was very different so to be honest
I didn’t really pay attention. After
a few minutes though it was made
quite clear there were orca heading
right towards us!
I spotted the orca in my binoculars
and then had a decision to make.
Do I stay, or do I take a 50/50
chance on which way they are
going to travel? I took the chance
and headed east to an area of the
cliffs where you can get incredibly
close to the sea. I was in luck, the
orca came! The big male in the
group was practically under my
feet as he came into the cove of the
cliff. He turned on his side so he
could see myself and two passers by
(that I had stopped in their tracks
to tell them about the orca). What
a sight! The orca, who turned out

to be ‘Melrakki’s pod’, were visitors
from Iceland and were identified
by the nicks, notches and scars on
their dorsal fins.
Despite our amazing sighting,
Orca Watch wasn’t over yet! After
the excitement of Wednesday’s
sighting we returned to ‘haar
watch’, the weather closed in
around Duncansby and we didn’t
see the sea all day Thursday. On the
last day we decided that we would
get the final ferry to Orkney for a
last ditch attempt to see the orca.

spotting them. The truth was we
had no idea where the orca were so
everyone was scanning everywhere,
and then bam! I spotted a dorsal fin
of some sort in the very distances
on the edge of the haar. Soon after,
Chloe from Seawatch Foundation,
managed to spot where they
were and the ferry set sail in the
direction of the orca. This pod had
five individuals in it. We enjoyed
their company for quite some time
and then we decided to leave the
orcas in peace and to return to
shore. As if that wasn’t enough, on
the way back another pod of orca
appeared right in front of us. What
an absolute treat! This time there
was a very small calf in the pod;
it still had the distinctive orange
markings meaning it was born very
recently.

We got to Orkney and didn’t see
anything. On our return when
the John O’Groats harbor was in
sight we received a call. “ORCA!”.
A spotter on the mainland was
watching orca and had phoned
the ferry so we could search for
them at sea level. There was a lot We have over 23 species of cetacean
of confusion, mainly due to the around the British coast, so if you
poor phone signal and difficulty are by the sea, keep an eye open for
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fins!

Orca Watch was a
fantastic week, watching
orca, spending time with
some lovely people,
discovering
a
bird
that sent the twitchers
wild and exploring the
Scottish coastline. Why
not join us next year to
watch killer whales in
their natural environment
wild and free? Just join
the group ‘Orca Watch’
on Facebook for regular
updates, and remember
never ever buy a ticket for
a dolphin show.
If you are interested in
orca then you can like
the following pages on
Facebook:
Orca Survey Scotland
Scottish Orca
Scottish Dolphin Centre
Seawatch foundation
Hebridean whale and
dolphin trust
Orca guardians Iceland
Icelandic Orcas
Caithness sea watch
Image: Merijn Loch
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I

love the books in our house.
There is everything from guides
to playing cricket to books about
horses and weighty volumes on
medicine. But the books I like most
in this eclectic collection are the
bird ones. There are guides to birds
of far-flung places, bird reports,
pocket
guides,
photography
portfolios and a large flock of
guides to the birds of Britain
and Europe, each showing the
various species in slightly different
positions. In amongst all of these
is Birds of Britain by J. Lewis
Bonhote, published in 1907. It’s a
beautiful and intriguing snapshot
of the natural world in a very
different era, in an emptier Britain
where there was much more space
for nature. He describes the charm
and beauty of each bird as well
as the identification features. I
remember when I was at WWT
Martin Mere as a very young
birder, dashing into a hide full of
anticipation, only to be told a hen
harrier had flown through minutes
previously. With all the negativity
around conservation at the
moment, you might think that this
book’s message would be similar, a
rather agonising ‘you should have
been here 100 years ago’, but you’d
be surprised.
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Being 17, I have never known a
time when buzzards didn’t soar
over the skies around where I live
in North East England. It’s hard
to believe the description given by
J. Lewis Bonhote, which describes
the buzzard as extinct in England,
found only in the wildest regions
of Scotland and Ireland, thanks
to merciless persecution from
gamekeepers. Wandering birds
from the continent fared no better,
arriving in Britain “only to be killed
by the first keeper that sees them”.
This persecution was not limited
to buzzards: the peregrine, hailed
as “the king of the falcons” had
been “banished as a breeding bird”,
while red kites, ospreys, whitetailed eagles, barn owls and marsh
harriers were extinct or nearly so.
If J. Lewis Bonhote was worried
about the fortunes of British
wildlife, it must be nothing
compared to the concern most
people feel about our natural world
today, with the status of our birds
somewhat representative of a wider
disregard for the environment.
Back in January, I was out birding
when I met a man who was keen
to share his views on the natural
world. I was brimming with

excitement at having just found my
first hawfinch, and eager to share
my thoughts, too. His news was
less positive. In fact, he passionately
described just about every problem
from biodiversity loss to plastics,
deforestation and global warming
in a depressingly apocalyptic
style. For me he rather epitomised
what conservation means to many
people.
Why do people seem to feel this
way about conservation? It’s simple
– this epidemic of hopelessness
is the result of the virus that is
negative news.
It’s true that we face serious
environmental challenges, but I
think it’s an exciting time to be
a conservationist. It’s an exciting
time because we have more
resources to change the world, from
spreading hope on social media
to planting trees through Ecosia.
It’s an exciting time because now,
more than ever, people care about
our wildlife and are willing to fight
for it. It’s an exciting time because
we are writing more and more
success stories and for every piece
of bad news there is something to
celebrate.

We are the difference. Every
enthusiast who makes their voice
heard is playing a key role in these
success stories, from dropping
levels of bird trapping in Cyprus
by 70% in 2016, to preserving
thousands of acres of rainforest,
and bringing back species such
as red kites, stone curlews and
corncrakes.
What if J. Lewis Bonhote was
to visit 21st century Britain? Of
course there are many obvious
changes that would startle him, not
least the fact that today, humans
have more power than ever to
destroy the natural world. But over
a century ago, he wrote that “these
living bits of nature form a heritage
left (to) us by former generations,
which it becomes our duty to hand
on to the future”, and I doubt that
he would fail to be amazed by the
tide of enthusiasm and motivation
of people across the world who
care about preserving our natural
heritage. I like to think that he
would look up into the sky and see
a buzzard riding the thermals on a
summer day, a majestic reminder
of what’s possible.
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Words by Luke Hawkins

The Flight at the
End of the Tunnel
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Red Squirrels
R

ed squirrels (Sciurus vulgaris)
are the only native species of
this mammal in the UK. This
species is very distinctive with its
bright red fur, white underbelly and
notable ear tufts. Their native range
extends from the UK across most of
Europe and even into parts of Asia.
They are listed as “least concern” on
the IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species, however, UK populations
have decreased substantially since
the introduction of the invasive
grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis)
in the 1870’s, which is native to
North America. Red squirrel
populations have decreased from
around 3.5million to an estimated
140,000 in the UK, with as few as
15,000 left in England.

Grey squirrels also pose another
lethal threat to native red squirrels
in the form of squirrel parapoxvirus.
This virus is carried by grey
squirrels but does not affect them
as they have gained immunity
from it through natural selection.
When these non-native mammals
were introduced to the UK, red
squirrels became exposed to this
disease, which is said to be nearly
100% fatal, and had no immunity
to it. Symptoms include: swelling,
discharge, ulcers and skin lesions.
Other factors responsible for the
decline of red squirrels include:
Loss of habitat
Since the introduction of grey Habitat fragmentation
squirrels, reds have declined to a Road traffic mortality
limited number of protected sites Stress (reduces fecundity)
throughout the UK (areas such
as Anglesey, Scotland, Northern Because of large population
Ireland and Lake District). declines in the UK, organisations
Although ecological niches for such as Woodland Trust and
these species don’t completely Red Squirrels Trust Wales are
overlap (as red squirrels are more developing long-term conservation
arboreal), red squirrels still suffer strategies to increase red squirrel
from a great deal of competition populations. The latter have
from their American cousins as successfully eradicated grey squirrel
they tend to utilise much of the populations on Anglesey, an Island
same food resources available, such off the top of North Wales, and
as nuts, seeds, fungus, bark and reintroduced red squirrels here.
sapwood.
Islands are great for controlling
pest species as once removed, it
is very difficult for the pest to reestablish themselves back onto the
island.
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The National Trust site Plas
Newydd has one of the stable
populations of red squirrels on
Anglesey, which I had the pleasure
of visiting and being able to
photograph. However, established
red squirrel populations on
mainland UK are protected by
buffer zones around areas where
reds are present, which were
developed by these organisations.
These buffer zones are then
monitored for grey squirrels,
which are then removed if found.
In contrast, the Vincent Wildlife
Trust has also investigated the
potential reintroduction of a
natural predator, the pine marten
(Martes martes). Research has
suggested this predator would
predate and control grey squirrel
populations, leaving red squirrel
populations to bounce back!
Hopefully with the continued effort
from a range of organisations to
conserve and protect red squirrels,
we will see them flourish in the
near future and bring back our
native squirrel to its full potential.
This could possibly lead to the
reintroduction of the pine marten
too, which would be very exciting.
But it’s just speculation, for now…
- 29 -

Michaela
Strachan
New Nature’s Alice Johnson talks to the TV
presenter Michaela Strachan about wildlife
shows, career advice and the phenomenon
that is BBC Springwatch
Michaela Strachan has been on our television screens since 1986, when she began
her presenting career with The Wide Awake Club. She quickly became a household
name thanks to her regular TV presence and friendly presenting style. It was
in 1992 when she took the defining step into wildlife TV presenting, hosting
The Really Wild Show, which become a firm favourite of the viewing public.
Having fronted a variety of programmes since then, such as Elephant Diaries
and Michaela’s Zoo Babies, it is the much-loved Springwatch, Autumnwatch and
Winterwatch, she hosts alongside Chris Packham, that currently benefit from her
outgoing and welcoming style. I spoke to Michaela about some of her presenting
highlights over the years, what UK species she loves and of course what it is like
working on BBC Springwatch.
Image: Caroline McClelland
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INTERVIEW │ Michaela Strachan
STARTING OUT
Some people have always known
the career path they wanted to take,
but for Michaela presenting hadn’t
always been the plan. Wanting to
be on stage, she went to a musical
theatre college in London before
realising presenting could be for
her. Michaela explained, “I started
my professional life in a musical
called Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers, we toured all over the UK
and then ended up in the West
End, which is where I heard about
an audition for a Saturday morning
children’s programme called The
Wide Awake Club. I did the screen
test for that and was offered the
job as the presenter, so I sort of fell
into children’s presenting. This was
around 32 years ago when I was 21
years old, so I became known quite
quickly as in those days there were
only four television channels – it
seems hard to believe now! From
that I then got asked to present
wildlife programmes for children,
and then I was invited to help
host The Really Wild Show, which
launched my career as a wildlife
TV presenter. I did that for 15
years and learnt so much on the
job. My knowledge has grown with
the programmes I have done and
my passion has grown, too!”
SPARKING A LIFE-LONG
INTEREST
Presenting The Really Wild Show
ignited Michaela’s love for wildlife
and presenting children’s TV. She
commented, “It was the best show
in the world to do! I love doing
children’s programmes, I absolutely
love it, you can have so much fun.
You can just try things out, be daft
and silly, and you can be slightly
more theatrical on a children’s

INTERVIEW │ Michaela Strachan
programme. We went to the most very proud of the BBC for letting
incredible places all over the world, us do that.”
met amazing people and saw
beautiful wildlife; it was the best
CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH
job to have, and it was absolutely
WILDLIFE
brilliant.”
Nature is something that everyone
Working on the programme for 15 can enjoy, no matter their skill level,
years, Michaela had many amazing but sometimes they don’t have the
experiences with wildlife, but she opportunities to get involved. I
explained one of her highlights was asked Michaela why this might
bringing attention to important be and how we can help get more
conservation subjects. She said, “I people excited about wildlife. “It
was really proud of what we used is a real concern that not so many
to do as I became known as the kids are interested in nature these
‘issue girl’. I would go and film days. I think it is a real battle to get
animal issues, some of them were children connected to wildlife, as
really hard hitting. We did a couple there is so much more to take their
of specials – one of them was on attention away now. My own son is
the bear bile industry in China, 12 years old, he has a huge amount
where bile is extracted from
of empathy towards wildlife, but
he also has a huge amount of time
for his Xbox! I think every parent
“The absolute highlight
of a 12 year old boy knows what
for me was when a few
I am talking about. Most children
years ago at Minsmere, a are in the same sort of place as my
little fish called Simon the son where playing these games and
stickleback, Spineless Si social media is addictive, so it is a
battle to get kids connected to
we called him, became real
nature and wildlife.”

the hero of Springwatch!”

the gallbladders of bears, which is
then put into Chinese medicine.
The bears are kept in horrendous
conditions in these tiny cages
where they can hardly stand up –
they certainly can’t turn around. It
is the sort of thing that you won’t
get easily commissioned on adult
telly, and yet we managed to cover
it on children’s television and make
the viewers aware of something as
terrible as that, and I was very proud
that we did that. We also included
specials about shark finning and
the bushmeat trade in Cameroon.
I think it was really great that we
tackled very hard hitting things
for a children’s audience, and I was
- 32 -

SPRINGWATCH SPECTACULAR
BBC Springwatch is one way that
a television programme has helped
connect the public with nature. The
complicated network of cameras
means viewers can get an insight
into the lives of wildlife species
they wouldn’t usually have the
opportunity to see, from cheeping
blue tits to glorious golden
eagles, the show leaves the viewer
wanting more. Having joined the
programme in 2011, Michaela
told us about her favourite
moment, “The absolute highlight
for me was when a few years ago
at Minsmere, a little fish called
Simon the stickleback, Spineless

Si we called him, became the hero
of Springwatch! That sort of thing
really just warms your heart; there
is this little fish that most people
wouldn’t give the time of day to,
but you tell its story and suddenly it
makes its way into British wildlife
loving hearts. It was in newspapers,
being discussed on radio stations –
it was absolutely hilarious!
“Every year we seem to get one
amazing story that sticks out, a
couple of years ago for instance
we had an incredible stoat mother
that we got amazing footage of. I
mean it predated everything! It
ate its way through the rest of our
cast, but it was so fascinating to see
that sort of behaviour, and I think
that is the thing the programme
shows you – the behaviours that
you would never have a chance of
seeing normally.”
A far-reaching programme such
as this is a great way of engaging
the public and getting everyone
interacting with wildlife. It helps
to defy the opinion that ‘nature
isn’t cool’. Michaela explained,
“You get somebody like Chris
Packham with his knowledge, he is
so cool. His other interests are so
diverse, that I think he defies the
whole perception that it isn’t cool
and I really hope that I do in my
own way, too. I find it amazing that
people give 12 hours of their time
to the Springwatch series, it is quite
something. It is great that so many
people get into it.”
Michaela told us what it is like
working with Chris and the team,
“It’s great fun. Chris and I have
known each other for years, we have
a great working relationship. It is at
that stage now where we don’t even
need to say anything, we know

when one of us is going to speak now, but it is actually really
and one of us is going to listen, so difficult to find women that can
it is a very easy relationship for us.” do wildlife television. I think that
is probably because you might get
UK WILDLIFE HIGHLIGHTS
girls interested in wildlife when
they are young, but then they
Out of all the wildlife Michaela drift away from it, so it can be
has seen in the UK, she told us quite hard to find female wildlife
about a species that stands out presenters. If you think about it, I
above the rest for her. “I think the didn’t come from that background
puffin is probably my favourite – if so sometimes I get frustrated
it’s all singing all dancing I love that my knowledge isn’t better,
it! You can’t mistake a puffin for but these days I know enough to
any other bird, which I also like. be of use. I don’t consider myself
I’m not a birder, obviously my a naturalist, I consider myself a
knowledge has grown hugely, but wildlife enthusiast.”
I still struggle with the little brown
jobbies. A puffin, it’s not going to Michaela offered some great words
be anything else, it’s a quirky bird, of encouragement for youngsters
full of character and has the clown who love nature and are hoping
of the sea image.”
to make a career based around
wildlife TV presenting. She said, “I
WALKING WITH DINOSAURS – think you have just got to get out
THE ARENA SPECTACULAR UK there in nature! Get out there and
TOUR
experience as much as you possibly
can, whether that is British wildlife
Michaela also shared with us or wildlife abroad, and immerse
her new upcoming project, “I yourself in it. It is tough these
have got something very exciting days as you are expected to do so
happening. I am doing a tour for many different roles; you may be
Walking with Dinosaurs! It’s an expected to write the script, to film
arena spectacular, so it’s life-size it, to edit it, to sell it and to do the
animatronic dinosaurs! I play the paperwork for it on a much smaller
part of the palaeontologist called budget than you would have got
Huxley, so I am the only human on 15 or 20 years ago. I do think it is
the stage that you can see. It does a tough world actually to go into
a tour all over the UK – we start in wildlife television making now, but
Newcastle and it even goes to The you have just got to get out there.”
O2 in London. I’m so excited about
that, I’m really looking forward to To
find
out
more
it.”
about
Michaela,
go
CAREER ADVICE
Asking Michaela whether she feels
that there are more opportunities
for women in the TV/media
industry now than there were 25
years ago, she commented, “There
probably are more opportunities
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to her website www.
michaelastrachan.co.uk,
or for Walking with
Dinosaurs – The Arena
Spectacular UK tour,
July-December 2018, for
tickets and venues, go to
www.dinosaurlive.com
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Young

my passion and the things I would see on my walks.
So a really easy thing to do is to use technology to
tell other people all about your passion, and to share
information about the places and species that you love.
The mainstream media is so full of dull, miserable or
worrying news that I found people really liked simple
positive stories about someone young exploring the
world. Sharing your stories on social media may help
to inspire your friends, too – The Wildlife Trust’s 30
Days Wild for example is a perfect way to start to get
involved as they suggest lots of easy ways to get out
and connect with nature.
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To make the most of blogging and Twitter you
probably want to do a bit of photography, too. You
don’t need lots of expensive gear unless you really
get into it. Phones on cameras work well for lots of
things – I’ve had some really nice sunset shots from
my phone. Flowers and insects are good subjects for
phone cameras, too. You can also get clip on lenses,
which are quite cheap, that can give great macro shots.
Photos really help to get nature in front of people and
encourage them to appreciate and protect it.
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o you sometimes sit at school frustrated by others
in the class trying to make fun of your love of
nature? Ever heard the argument that young
people are only interested in celebrities, computer
games or social media? Do all the reports of wildlife
declines and habitats disappearing concern you?
So what do you do when you have to be in school,
you’re not old enough to vote or to work, but you’re
passionate about our natural world? How can we
change perceptions of young people? How can young
people help wildlife?
Sometimes it takes a little help but I’ve found there
are lots of ways that people my age can get involved
and make a difference. All of the things I’ll talk about
here I’ve done since I was about 10, and I only turned

14 recently. I think anyone with a passion for nature
could do similar things, and for the sake of our natural
world I’d say that they should.
So what sort of things am I talking about?
TECHNOLOGY
Let’s start with technology. Yes, it’s true that young
people like computers and computer games. Me too –
it’s very hard to escape them. Whilst I like the weeks
when I go on holiday and get away from technology
for a while, we have to use it. It is such a powerful
tool. I wouldn’t be communicating with you right now
without it. For me tools such as blogging and Twitter
opened up contact with a large range of nature loving
people and organisations, just simply through sharing
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This is a big thing now. It’s important, simple to do
and again most of the time a smartphone is all that
you need to use. You can download apps to take part
in projects like the Great British Bee Count and help
scientists understand what is happening to our bee
populations. You just use the app to identify bees and
record where you saw them. Froglife have a Dragon
Finder app to record all things reptilian and Butterfly
Conservation have one for their Big Butterfly Count.
Apps like iRecord will let you log anything you find,
too. Contributing to projects like these will help us to
find out what species need help.
volunteers as well, so that we know what to look out
for, where and when. I’m doing reptile, riverside and
VOLUNTEERING
invertebrate surveys this year.
If you like this sort of thing, there are probably
projects near you that you can volunteer with to help
with tasks such as surveying. I’m involved with one
near me called The Wild Watch, which is surveying
50 species across the Nidderdale Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. They’ve laid on training sessions for

Volunteering is a great way to get involved with lots
of nature based projects, and I’ve seen lots of places
where young people are welcomed from Local Nature
Reserves through to schemes and opportunities run by
the Wildlife Trusts. I’ve seen people my age helping
out at RSPB reserves telling visitors what’s been seen
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a film encouraging the children of Nidderdale to get
involved in an owl survey.
GETTING POLITICAL
Here’s a couple of things I was surprised you can do.
The government has a website where you can
start petitions. I was able to set one up asking the
government to keep or improve the laws we have now
as part of Europe when we exit the EU. I was amazed
I could do this. All I needed was an email address
and not to be campaigning about something that
there was already a petition about. I got over 7000
signatures which wasn’t enough to get a response
from the government, but I was pleased with it for a
first attempt and I got lots of people thinking about
the same issue.
It is also quite easy to write to your MP. I’ve written
to mine now a few times, enough that he knows who
I am and I got a letter from him congratulating me on
an award I had won, which he read about in the local
paper. I’ve asked him about issues like subsidies for
grouse moors and recently, as there is a big housing
development quite near me, I asked him about
building wildlife friendly features into new houses
and including wildlife corridors in the developments.
It wasn’t something he could answer but he sent my
letter to the relevant Minister and I got a response
from them. It only pointed me at a load of legislation
that I need to read and try to understand, which I will
try to do and write back, but at least they know that
people care about these issues. The more of us that do
this the more likely we are to get improvements for
nature.
and about the site. There are all sorts of ways to get
involved, and you learn a lot in the process. I’ve helped
clear grass and saplings from reserves (and got to feed
a massive bonfire at the end of the year), sown wild
plants in meadows, helped with moth trapping events
and lots more. All sorts of opportunities can present
themselves. Last year I was asked to be youth patron
for the Wild Watch and through that I got to make

SPEAKING UP FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
It’s great to see a lot of projects for young people,
but there are a lot of societies that are more focused
on adults. Some want to change and know that it is
important that they make themselves appealing to
young people. I was invited to the Yorkshire Naturalists
Union Annual Conference last year to have a stand
and talk about my blog and photography. I met loads
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of great people who were really interested in what I
was doing. I also got to take part in several discussions
about getting more young people involved. One
comment I made that seems to have stuck when they
were asking what we thought young people want from
a society like this was, “Have you tried asking young
people”. I wrote up an article for their magazine about
the conference and got some nice emails back from
some of the senior ‘grey beards’. I was the only person
there my age, but I think it made a difference.

and other things to raise money.

There is always the direct approach, too. I’ve completed
a sponsored walk before for a local animal rescue
centre, but that was quite a while ago now. This year
not only is The Wild Watch having a year of the owl,
but so is the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO).
Well as the BTO is another charity that has been very
supportive and helpful to me, and since owls are a
family favourite, I thought I’d have another go. This
summer I’m walking the 52 mile Nidderdale way.
START YOUR OWN PROJECTS
I’ve set an ambitious target of raising £2,000! I’ve not
pushed this hard yet but at the time of writing I’m up
Something that did happen as a ripple out of the article to £300. So, if you love owls too….
about the Yorkshire Naturalists Union conference
was I was asked to come and discuss my ideas about I don’t think I’ve ever written an article this long, but
engaging young people in nature through technology I’ve sat watching and listening to a lot of people this
and film making. The Hagge Woods Trust is a great year that don’t care much about nature, our planet or
project near me which has turned an old barley field its future. I was glad when New Nature liked the idea
into a wood meadow. It may be young, but in a few of the article, so that I could try and inspire other
years the difference in biodiversity is amazing. Talking young naturalists out there to do more, and to let
to them, they knew a filmmaker and have the space to them know that there are lots of things they can do
run a project, so we discussed it and they then made to help. It is so important and think what a force for
an application to the Heritage Lottery Fund. They nature we’d all be if everyone who read this did just
got the money! Sometime this June and July different one or two of the things I’ve written about.
groups of young people (primary, secondary, scouts
and guides) will be coming to the meadow and will We’re young, but we do have a voice and we can make
be learning about wildlife and making films about it. a difference.
As I said at the start, sometimes you need a little help
from people but you can still be quite young yet make
a big difference.
FUNDRAISING
I wanted to leave this till last as lots of people do
fundraising for lots of causes, so it’s not always easy
to do. People can get a bit tired of other people asking
them for money, so I’ve tried a couple of different
things. For the last two years I’ve sold calendars and
I’ve split the proceeds with the Yorkshire Wildlife
Trust (YWT). I like doing this for a few reasons. I
get to promote my photography, I get to repay some
of the kindness and support the YWT has offered
me, people get something nice for their money and I
use the money I make to invest in more photography
equipment. I’ve seen others make and sell bird boxes
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Words by Danielle Connor

POCKET PALS

Find out more at:
www.pocketpalsapp.com
www.facebook.com/
pocketpalsapp/

P

ocket Pals is an upcoming app that connects
people with British wildlife and the environment
and is to be released this summer. The game
utilises the GPS of mobile phones to allow users to
walk around streets, parks, nature reserves and any
outdoor spaces to find virtual animals. Pocket Pals
will play very similarly to the highly popular Pokemon
GO, but instead of users finding fictional creatures,
they will be learning about the real fauna native to
Britain.

The game will have a strong educational emphasis
with users being able to learn how to identify bird
calls and mammals using footprints, learn about Latin
species classification and even the awesome abilities
of some species such as echolocation and UV vision.

The app will release in the summer with two initial
‘environments’ including woodland and coastal and
each will include up to 20 habitat specific species.
New environments and species will be added in future
updates. Several organisations such as the Wildlife
The idea came about by the Co-directors Danielle Trust, Youth In Nature and the Severn River Trust
Connor, who studies zoology at the University of have partnered with Pocket Pals and each will have a
Exeter, and Matthew Brown, who studies animation Champion Animal that features in the game that can
at Falmouth University, whilst they were walking be collected at specific reserves.
through a forest. They had spotted a kestrel with a
freshly caught harvest mouse that had landed less The app is currently being developed at Falmouth
than five metres away from the path, but the families University by an array of 3D animal modellers and
and children near them were far more engaged animators, 2D artists, graphic designers and concept
in Pokemon GO. Pocket Pals is a creative way of artists. Pocket Pals received funding through The
encouraging families outside and inspiring children Environment Now grant that seeks 17-24 year olds to
to connect with wildlife.
create projects that use digital solutions to positively
impact the environment. The programme is managed
The app will feature various animal classes from by the National Youth Agency and is funded by O2
strange sunfish, epic killer whales to cute red squirrels. and the National Lottery through the Big Lottery
Fund, and is part of the Our Bright Future.
One of the main targets of the app is to inspire a young
generation of wildlife enthusiasts and to make wildlife
cool and exciting. Nature shouldn’t be restricted to
stereotypical retired birders but should be enjoyed by
all ages. Over the summer during its launch, Pocket
Pals will be presenting the app at several festivals and
talks, as well as giving away cool kit, so stay tuned to
the newsletter and social media posts to keep up to
date.

twitter.com/PocketPalsApp
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| CONTRIBUTORS |

Check out our amazing young contributors and connect with them online!

Abby Condliffe

Danielle Connor

Jo Cutler

Liam Whitmore

Abby is a law graduate, currently
completing a Legal Practice Course
and MSc in Law and Business, with an
interest in animal law and a passion for
nature and conservation.

Danielle has been a keen naturalist
for almost 10 years. Exploring local
woodlands and picking up wildlife
photography as a teenager triggered
her interest in the natural world. She is
hopeful that initiatives such as Pocket
Pals can encourage teenagers to get
exploring and excited about nature.

Jo loves the natural world as she finds
it magical and fascinating. She is a
passionate beach cleaner and wants
to teach people about the amazing
creatures we share the planet with, in
order to protect them.

Liam is an aspiring wildlife
conservationist and amateur wildlife
photographer from Cambridge and
is currently studying for MZool
Zoology at Bangor University. He’s
always been interested in engaging
people with nature and has a passion
for turtles.

website: abbycondliffe.wordpress.
com

youtube channel : DannytheShanny
P interest : W ildlife Jo

@liams_nature

Holly Peek

Jack Wright

Luke Hawkins

Zach Haynes

Holly studied a BSC (Hons) in
Zoology at Aberdeen University
afterwards she worked as a volunteer
education officer for WDC’s Scottish
Dolphin Centre in the Moray Firth.
Current Holly is a red squirrel ranger
for Anglesey and Gwynedd working
to protect this native species.

Jack is a recent graduate from the
University of Kent, having studied
a degree in Environmental Studies.
A Norfolk native, he is a regular
volunteer with the RSPB at their
Rainham Marshes nature reserve.

Luke is a 17 year old naturalist and
birder, fascinated by everything from
Pallas’s warblers to mute swans. An
optimist by nature, he is passionate
about creating a future for the natural
world.

Zach is a passionate Yorkshire based
naturalist, blogger and photographer.
Aiming to raise awareness of the
importance of the natural world he
aspires to work in conservation.
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@jackbirdbrain

@nerdboy386
Website:Yearofnature.blogspot.
com
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James Common

Alexandra Pearce

Harriet Gardiner

Managing Director

Managing Editor

Creative Director

@CommonByNature

@PearceAlex1

@harrietgardiner_art

www.commonbynature.com

www.alexandra-pearce.com

www.harrietgardiner.com

Let us know what you thought about this issue of New Nature, or what
you would like to see in future issues.
We are always on the lookout for young writers, photographers and
artists. Please get in touch if you are interested in submitting work.

Alice Johnson

Emily Pettiford

Matt Adam Williams

Features Editor

Web Manager

Outreach Director

@AJohnson2810

@Pocketearth

@mattadamw

www.naturenattering.wordpress.com

www.pocketfullofearth.com

www.newnature.co.uk
/NewNatureMag
@NewNature_Mag
/NewNature_Mag

Lucy Hodson

Elliot Dowding

Scott Thomson

Communications Manager

Content Editor

Content Editor

@lucy_lapwing

@wildlife_words

@Scott1993

www.wildlifeandwords.wordpress.com

wildchatblog.wordpress.com
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